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Big and Little Eid in Algeria 

 
 
Algerian Arabic Translation: 
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 W!& 9وP " +,-9 ی!PKا%(4)ان ا#س .  

 

 

English translation: 

 

So, the holidays that we celebrate in Algeria— Let’s start with the religious holidays—

uh— There is Eid Al-Adha1 and Eid Al-Fitr2, which, I mean, are pretty much celebrated 

in the same way in all the Muslim countries. So, in Eid Al-Fitr, which is the small Eid—

uh—I mean, people don’t do something big—uh— After Eid prayer, people exchange 

visits—uh— Well, I mean, speaking of myself here, I mean after we come back from the 

mosque, we greet close family members and wish them, Happy Eid. After that, we go to 

the rest of the family and my friends and then go to the neighbors and so on—uh— On 

the big Eid, after the prayer we come to sacrifice the animal—uh— Then I go to visit 

family; pretty much the same way as other Eids. Well, there are people who go to visit 

their deceased relatives—I mean their graves—on Eid. And there are people who think 

                                                 
1 Eid el Adha:  “The Feast of the Sacrifice”: One of the most important religious holidays for Muslims,  
commemorating and re-enacting Abraham’s willingness to sacrifice his son Ishmael to God, and God’s 
provision of a lamb as a substitute.  
2 Eid el Fitr: “The Feast of Breaking the Ramadan Fast”: A religious holiday celebrating the first day after 
the end of the month of Ramadan.  
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that it is best to visit the deceased after the Eid because they would say that it is not good 

and such. The important thing is that these are the religious holidays. I mean, there is no 

big difference between Algerian cities and other Muslim countries in general.  
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